1. Introduction {#sec1-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
===============

The oral route of drug administration is the most common, as opposed to injections (intravenous, intramuscular, subcutaneous) or inhalation, due to the convenience of administration. However, this route comes with the cost of absorption variability due to the many biological processes involved \[[@B1-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. For example, variations in oral bioavailability can occur due to individual differences in the pre-systemic metabolism of drugs by the gut and liver. Two fundamental processes describing oral drug absorption include the dissolution of a drug into gastrointestinal (GI) fluid, and the permeation of a dissolved drug through the intestinal wall and into the bloodstream \[[@B2-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. These processes are complex and are governed by physicochemical properties such as compound solubility and permeability. Other external physiological properties, including the pH environment and metabolic enzymes in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT), also play an important role in influencing oral absorption \[[@B3-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Furthermore, the complex interplay between these factors makes the prediction of the oral absorption of drugs difficult.

In the search for new medicines, low oral bioavailability is a common problem faced by scientists in the pharmaceutical industry \[[@B4-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B5-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Therefore, it is valuable to have methodologies that can assess the oral pharmacokinetics (PK) of drug candidates before moving forward with drug development. However, extensive in vivo evaluation in preclinical species can be costly and time consuming. Furthermore, species differences in pharmacokinetics can cause unreliable predictions of oral bioavailability in humans when using in vivo animal data \[[@B6-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B7-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. In vitro assays assessing factors such as compound permeability, dissolution, solubility, and metabolic stability offer a more efficient and cost-effective means to evaluate the potential oral bioavailability of large numbers of drug candidates. However, these assays do not fully capture the complex and dynamic nature of the in vivo oral absorption process.

Mathematical models of oral absorption serve as tools to integrate compound data from in vitro assays gathered during the process of drug screening in order to provide in vivo context to these data. The focus of early mathematical models were almost solely on two fundamental compound properties, solubility and permeability. These earlier models were relatively simple and predicted the extent of absorption under more "static" conditions. Examples of these are the Absorption Potential (AP) and the Maximum Absorbable Dose (MAD) equations \[[@B8-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B9-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The AP equation is used to estimate the fraction absorbed of a given dose. The MAD equation estimates the maximum amount of a drug that can be absorbed within a 6-h time frame (meant to simulate small intestinal residence time), assuming drug saturation in the gastrointestinal fluid. Because of their simplicity, they enable rapid assessments of the possible extent of oral bioavailability from smaller information sets \[[@B10-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B11-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. However, these models have limited ability to explore more complex phenomenon such as pH-dependent oral absorption and food effects.

Physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models are mathematical models that describe biological processes in order to mimic biology. They are dynamic in nature and are defined by series of differential equations. While classical compartmental pharmacokinetic models ([Figure 1](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f001){ref-type="fig"}A) simply describe absorption as a single first-order process, PBPK models differ in that they are mechanistic in nature and incorporate physiological processes such as GI transit time and organ blood flows. Although the first PBPK model dates back to 1937, it was not until recently that the use of PBPK models in drug discovery research has rapidly increased in popularity \[[@B12-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. This increase in popularity of PBPK modeling was largely due to the availability and speed at which ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) information required as model inputs could be gathered due to advances in in silico and in vitro assays. An example of a generic whole-body PBPK model is shown in [Figure 1](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f001){ref-type="fig"}B. Major tissues/organs are represented by compartments from which blood flows carry a drug into and out of tissue/organ. Specifically, in the case of oral PBPK models the gut is typically described as a series of compartments through which a drug transits (figures in [Section 4](#sec4-pharmaceutics-09-00041){ref-type="sec"} and [Section 5](#sec5-pharmaceutics-09-00041){ref-type="sec"}). These models provide a rational means to translate preclinical absorption data to man. For example, one can validate a PBPK model of a particular drug built using rat in vitro data along with in vivo oral pharmacokinetic data in rat. Following the confirmation of a successful prediction of in vivo oral pharmacokinetics using in vitro data in the rat, the physiological parameters and in vitro parameters in the rat PBPK model can be replaced with human parameters in order to predict the human oral pharmacokinetic profile \[[@B13-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The use of PBPK modeling in pharmaceutical industry has rapidly expanded in recent times and has been used in sophisticated mechanistic applications such as the prediction of drug-drug interactions, the prediction of pharmacokinetic profiles in special populations, and the assessment of population variability. The specific focus of this review is on the evolution of physiologically-based pharmacokinetic models describing oral absorption. Further, we review the applications of these PBPK models of oral absorption in the current landscape of drug discovery and development.

2. Fundamental Processes for Oral Absorption {#sec2-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
============================================

The fundamental processes that determine oral absorption include drug or compound dissolution and permeation. Dissolution is the process by which a solid drug dissolves into gastrointestinal fluid. Dissolution is normally described in PBPK models by a form of the Noyes-Whitney equation \[[@B14-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B15-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]:$$\frac{{dX}_{solution}}{dt}{= k}_{diss} \times \left( {S - \frac{X_{solution}}{V}} \right)$$ where *X~solution~* is the amount of drug in solution at time *t*, *V* is the volume of intestinal fluid, and *S* is the drug solubility. The rate at which the drug dissolves into solution follows first-order kinetics, dependent on the compound specific dissolution constant (*k~diss~*), and the concentration gradient surrounding the solid drug (*S* − \[*X~solution~*/*V*\]).

Following dissolution is permeation, the process by which a dissolved drug crosses the intestinal wall from the GI fluid into the portal vein. A drug is carried from the portal vein to the liver before reaching systemic circulation. Mathematically, permeation is described as a first-order differential equation governed by an absorption constant (k~a~) and the amount of drug in solution.$$\frac{{dX}_{perm}}{dt}{= k}_{a}{\times X}_{solution}$$ where *X~perm~* is the amount of permeated drug. The absorption rate constant (k~a~) can be calculated from effective permeability (*P~eff~*). $$k_{a} = \frac{{2P}_{eff}}{R}$$ where *R* refers to the radius of the small intestine. A compound's *P~eff~* is calculated from the rate at which it permeates through a membrane (*dM~r~*/*dt*) using the following equation derived from Fick's Law of Diffusion:$$P_{eff} = \frac{dM_{r}/dt}{A \times \left( {C_{GIT} - C_{pv}} \right)}$$ where *A* refers to the area of the membrane, *C~GIT~* refers to the concentration in the gastrointestinal tract, and *C~pv~* refers to the concentration that has permeated through the intestinal wall and into the portal vein. At the core of both dissolution and permeation equations is the principle of diffusion via a concentration gradient, reflected by (*C~GIT~* − *C~pv~*) for permeation and (*S* − \[*X~solution~*/*V*\]) for dissolution.

3. Mixing Tank Model {#sec3-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
====================

One of the first applications integrating dissolution and permeation processes in an oral PBPK model was the mixing tank model, which treated the GIT as a single well-stirred compartment ([Figure 2](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B16-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The amount of drug inputted into the system was assumed to be instantaneously mixed throughout the GIT, and the movement of drug out of this single compartment was assumed to be governed by the intestinal transit time. This model was introduced by Dressman and Fleisher, and was one of the first models to allow for characterization of dissolution rate-limited absorption. Dressman et al. \[[@B16-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\] validated this model's ability to estimate the absorption profile for griseofulvin and digoxin using literature data. The model was then used to investigate factors limiting the oral absorption of these two compounds. Increasing dissolution rate and intestinal transit time using the model did not significantly increase bioavailability for griseofulvin, leading to the conclusion that drug solubility was the limiting factor. For digoxin, increasing the dissolution rate by decreasing particle size showed a significant increase in bioavailability, suggesting that the dissolution rate was limiting its absorption. A shortcoming of this early model is that it ignores phenomena such as gut metabolism, hepatic first-pass metabolism, and drug chemical instability. Furthermore, simplifying the entire GIT into a single homogenous compartment assumes that all dissolved drugs are subject to the same absorption rate constant, overlooking heterogeneity along the GIT. Despite the described shortcomings, the mixing tank model served to lay the foundations for the development of later oral PBPK models.

4. Compartmental Absorption and Transit Model {#sec4-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
=============================================

A later model of oral absorption that was introduced following the mixing tank model was the compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model described by Yu et al. \[[@B17-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. This model characterizes the intestinal tract as a series of compartments as opposed to a single compartment used by the mixing tank model. While a multiple compartment approach has been used prior to describe effects such as gastric emptying, Yu et al. utilized multiple compartments to represent different sections of the small intestine ([Figure 3](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f003){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B18-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B19-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B20-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B21-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Specifically, they found that the number of compartments that best fit the small intestine transit time, based on available literature, was seven. The first of the seven compartments represented the duodenum, the next two represented the jejunum, and the final four compartments represented the ileum. The transit of a drug through each small intestine compartment in CAT models is controlled by a transit rate constant (k~t~). The movement of drug through the CAT model can be mathematically represented by the following equation:$$\frac{{dY}_{n}}{dt} = k_{t}{\times Y}_{n - 1}{- k}_{t}{\times Y}_{n}{- k}_{a}{\times Y}_{n}$$ where *Y~n~* refers to the amount of a drug in a specific compartment, *Y~n~*~−1~ refers to the amount of a drug in the previous compartment, k~t~ is the transit rate constant, and k~a~ is the absorption rate constant.

An advantage of the CAT model is its mathematic simplicity, as a single rate constant (k~t~) is used to describe the transit of a drug through different regions of the small intestine. Yu later added an additional seven compartments such that dissolved and undissolved drugs could be represented \[[@B22-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. In this model, a rate constant describing dissolution governed the movement of a drug from undissolved compartments into the dissolved drug compartments. This addition allowed the CAT model to capture dissolution rate-limited absorption. The CAT model set the framework for future oral absorption models that incorporated additional features and properties to address its shortcomings.

5. Advanced Compartmental Absorption and Transit Model {#sec5-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
======================================================

Extensions of the early CAT model led to the development of the Advanced Compartment Absorption and Transit (ACAT) model that are implemented in the software GastroPlus^®^ \[[@B23-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. An early form of the ACAT model adds new compartments describing three different drug states: unreleased drug in formulation, undissolved drug, and dissolved drug ([Figure 4](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f004){ref-type="fig"}). As such, this ACAT model not only allows for investigation of dissolution-rate limited absorption, but also allows exploration of the effect of formulation release rates on oral pharmacokinetics. Like the CAT model, the small intestine is represented by seven compartments in series. In addition, the inclusion of stomach and colon segments allow for incorporation of processes such as gastric emptying and possible colonic absorption. Further, assignment of characteristics such as pH, effective surface area, transporter expression, and GI transit time to each specific compartment accounts for GI heterogeneity \[[@B24-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B25-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B26-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B27-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B28-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Finally, gut and liver metabolism were added to the ACAT model, improving predictions of the extent of oral absorption of drugs that undergo significant gut and liver first-pass metabolism such as propranolol \[[@B29-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\].

Following the ACAT model, other similar advanced compartmental absorption models have been developed with slight differences in parameters and equations used. The most notable is the Advanced Dissolution Absorption Metabolism (ADAM) model incorporated in the SimCYP^®^ software, which uses the modified Wang and Flanagan method to model dissolution \[[@B30-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B31-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Among the PBPK models of oral absorption, the ACAT and ADAM models remain the most popular.

6. Incorporation of Saturable Processes: Metabolism and Drug Transporters {#sec6-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
=========================================================================

Metabolism and active transport are two important saturable processes that can have an influence on oral bioavailability \[[@B32-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B33-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. As mentioned in the previous section, the incorporation of gut and liver metabolism in the ACAT model helped to correct for over-predictions of the extent of oral absorption for drugs that have significant gut and/or liver first-pass metabolism. A more complex situation is one where both metabolic enzymes and drug transporters are involved in oral absorption of a drug. Metabolic enzymes and drug transporters can have common substrates, which can lead to synergistic effects on oral absorption. Examples of this phenomenon include the impact of the efflux transporter P-glycoprotein and cytochrome P450 3A4 working synergistically to reduce the bioavailability of drugs such as cyclosporin and vinblastine \[[@B34-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B35-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B36-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B37-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\].

The incorporation of saturable processes such as metabolism and drug transport into PBPK models are accomplished using Michaelis-Menten kinetics, which is described by the following equation:$$v = \frac{V_{max} \times \left\lbrack s \right\rbrack}{K_{m} + \left\lbrack s \right\rbrack}$$ where *v* refers to the rate the particular process being described, *V~max~* is the maximum rate of the process, K~m~ (Michaelis-Menten constant) is the concentration at which the rate is half maximal, and \[*s*\] is the compound (substrate) concentration. K~m~ can also be interpreted as the affinity for the compound to the enzyme or transporter. In cases where the drug concentrations are far below saturation, the equation can be shortened to:$$v = \frac{V_{max} \times \left\lbrack s \right\rbrack}{K_{m}}$$

For the case of liver metabolism, these kinetic parameters are commonly estimated in vitro by measuring enzyme activity using liver microsomes or hepatocytes \[[@B38-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B39-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B40-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. A similar approach can be taken to estimate the kinetics of intestinal metabolism and transport using in vitro methodologies \[[@B41-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The success or failure of appropriately capturing the in vivo consequences of these processes on the oral absorption of drugs is highly dependent on the level of understanding how in vitro data generated for these processes translate to an in vivo system. While there is much work performed to understand the in vitro to in vivo translation of metabolic enzyme activity obtained from in vitro experiments, less is known in this regard for drug transport. An example of how saturable processes are incorporated into an oral PBPK model is illustrated in [Figure 5](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f005){ref-type="fig"}. A gut segment is represented in the figure as a GI compartment (representing the lumen) with a separate enterocyte compartment. A drug must pass through the enterocyte compartment prior to being absorbed into the portal vein. Michaelis-Menten kinetics is used to represent both the metabolism and transport processes ([Figure 5](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f005){ref-type="fig"}). Having separate gut segments representing the gastrointestinal tract allows ACAT models to capture the heterogeneity of expression of transporter and enzymes.

7. Applications of Oral PBPK Models {#sec7-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
===================================

PBPK models can have many different applications during the course of drug discovery and development. Simulations using oral PBPK models built using limited drug discovery data can be used to assess the oral absorption of drug candidates by providing in vivo context to all available in vitro data. These early PBPK models have been used to assess oral pharmacokinetics of drug candidates in humans. More detailed simulations can be performed using more refined oral PBPK models at later stages of drug development to inform decisions about drug form selection and formulation optimization. Further, oral PBPK models offer an ideal tool to explore complex dynamic phenomenon such as pH and food effects. The applications of oral PBPK models to guide drug form selection and formulation optimization as well as to investigate pH and food effects are of high value. A more detailed look at these applications is described below.

7.1. Drug Form Selection and Formulation Optimization {#sec7dot1-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
-----------------------------------------------------

Of the various applications of oral PBPK models, one of the applications that has great value is in the area of drug form selection and formulation optimization. The oral absorption of drugs is highly dependent on various drug specific properties such as particle size and drug solubility of different drug forms. Oral PBPK models can be utilized to quantify how changes in these properties influence oral absorption through the use of sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis involves the systematic alteration of a specific drug parameter (e.g., particle size) in an oral PBPK model in order to identify the optimal values required for maximizing oral absorption. Below are descriptions of two studies where sensitivity analysis was used for salt selection and particle size optimization.

### 7.1.1. Salt Selection {#sec7dot1dot1-pharmaceutics-09-00041}

Salt selection for new molecular entities remains a challenge, due to the difficulties in translating in vitro solubility to in vivo bioavailability. For most cases, salt forms with the highest solubility are selected with little regard for other factors (i.e., which salt form has the best solid-state properties for further drug development). In order to assess salt forms with an in vivo context, Chiang and Wong used an oral PBPK model to explore the salt solubility-bioavailability relationship for phenytoin \[[@B42-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The exercise identified a solubility of \~0.3 mg/mL that was required in order to produce the maximum bioavailability of phenytoin. Any increase in solubility beyond 0.3 mg/mL was predicted to provide no additional increases in oral bioavailability, as drug solubility would no longer be rate limiting for oral absorption. Phenytoin salts with a wide range of solubility were prepared and administered orally to rats. Despite having a 60-fold difference in solubility, two phenytoin salts---both with solubility \>0.3 mg/mL---provided a similar oral bioavailability as predicted by the oral PBPK analysis. This study demonstrates that oral PBPK models can be used to define solubility requirements and provide guidance for salt selection.

### 7.1.2. Particle Size {#sec7dot1dot2-pharmaceutics-09-00041}

A critical factor influencing the oral absorption of poorly soluble drugs is the drug dissolution rate that is dependent on the drug particle size. Particle size of drug product is a characteristic that can be controlled. Therefore, the identification of an optimal particle size is an important consideration in drug development, especially for compounds showing dissolution-rate limited oral absorption. In the Noyes-Whitney equation for dissolution (Equation (1)), particle size is incorporated in the calculation for the dissolution constant.$$k_{diss} = \frac{{3 \times D}_{eff} \times S}{r_{p}^{2} \times \rho}$$ where k~diss~ is the dissolution constant, *D~eff~* is the effective diffusion coefficient, *ρ* is the drug density, *r~p~* is the particle size, and *S* is the solubility. Based on the Noyes-Whitney equation, a smaller particle size (i.e., smaller *r~p~*) translates to more rapid dissolution, due to the increases in the drug particle surface area. However, smaller particle size can require extensive milling of drug products and additional workup.

An example of using PBPK modeling to understand the effect of compound particle size on its in vivo dissolution was reported by Parrott and Lave \[[@B43-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. As a first step of PBPK model verification, the particle size distribution of a milled and an un-milled compound was characterized. Next, the milled and un-milled compounds were formulated into tablets and administered to monkeys. Particle size distribution data was used as input into a monkey PBPK model, and simulations of the oral monkey plasma concentration-time profiles for the milled and un-milled compounds were performed. PBPK model simulations were compared to in vivo plasma-concentration time profiles from monkey as a means to verify the PBPK model's ability to predict the in vivo dissolution of the milled and un-milled compounds using particle size data. Following model verification, a human PBPK model was used to perform a sensitivity analysis examining the effect of particle size on maximum concentration (C~max~) and total drug exposure (AUC). The sensitivity analysis suggested that C~max~ was more sensitive to particle changes when compared to AUC. A particle diameter above 24 µm would decrease C~max~ by 20%, whereas a particle diameter above 44 μm would be required for a 20% decrease in AUC. The information from this analysis exemplifies how oral PBPK models can be used to provide guidance on optimal particle size ranges to produce the desired in vivo dissolution profile and resultant oral pharmacokinetic profile.

7.2. Food and pH Effects {#sec7dot2-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
------------------------

A second area of application in which oral PBPK models can serve as a useful tool is in the investigation of pH and food effects on oral bioavailability \[[@B44-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B45-pharmaceutics-09-00041],[@B46-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Of the two phenomena, pH effects are much easier to deal with using PBPK models. As the gastrointestinal tract is represented as a series of compartments in oral PBPK models, a pH effect can be simulated by simply adjusting the pH in the GI compartment of interest. The alteration of pH primarily affects the solubility of the solid drug in the specific compartment, and subsequent simulation with the PBPK model will indicate its effect on oral bioavailability. A more complex phenomenon is food effects on oral absorption. Following food intake, changes in GI transit and gastric pH occur \[[@B47-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Further, bile secretions from the gall bladder aid in the dissolution and permeation of lipophilic compounds \[[@B48-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Due to the many physiological changes that occur with food intake and the potential for direct food-drug interaction, PBPK modeling of food effects is more challenging. However, as GI physiology can differ between animals and humans, human PBPK models combined with in vitro data may be the most appropriate means to capture and predict how drugs are absorbed in the human fasted and fed states.

### 7.2.1. Investigating pH Effect {#sec7dot2dot1-pharmaceutics-09-00041}

An oral PBPK model was used to investigate the cause of an observed disproportionate increase in drug exposure with increasing dose for ARRY-403 in a single ascending dose study \[[@B46-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Findings from the analysis suggested that ARRY-403 dissolved completely in the stomach. The disproportionate increase in ARRY-403 exposure with dose was attributed to dose-limited absorption resulting from ARRY-403's marked pH-dependent solubility. As ARRY-403 had a marked pH-dependent solubility, simulations were performed using the PBPK model to examine the effect of acid-reducing agents on its pharmacokinetics. The PBPK simulations suggested that a clinical study with an acid-reducing agent was warranted. An ARRY-403 clinical study with famotidine co-administration confirmed an acid-reducing agent effect on ARRY-403 exposure that was predicted from model simulations. This example demonstrates the utility of PBPK models for investigation of pH effects on oral absorption.

### 7.2.2. Investigating Mechanisms of Food Effect {#sec7dot2dot2-pharmaceutics-09-00041}

An example of a food effect investigation using PBPK modeling is found in a reported investigation of a decrease in zolpidem drug exposure following administration of a modified release formulation with food \[[@B49-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Investigation of the mechanisms of this "negative food effect" was performed using biorelevant dissolution testing and commercially available PBPK modeling software. Based on the analysis, it appeared that the absorption of zolpidem is largely determined by the gastric emptying of the formulation. Because of this, considerable intra- and inter-subject variability in the onset of drug absorption was observed, especially for the immediate release formulation. Further, the release of the zolpidem appeared to be impaired by a high-fat and/or protein environment for both the immediate and modified release formulation.

A second example of using PBPK models to explore the mechanism of an observed food effect was an exploration of a positive food effect of compound X \[[@B50-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Compound X is a weak base with pH-dependent solubility that exhibited a significant dose-dependent food effect in humans. As part of the PBPK analysis, a parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the effect of particle size on the oral absorption of compound X. It was shown that the oral absorption of compound X can be increased by reducing the particle size (\<100 nm) of the active pharmaceutical ingredient under fasted conditions. Therefore, it follows that a reduction of particle size in the formulation of compound X would serve as a mitigation strategy to reduce its food effect.

The two studies described above illustrate the how PBPK models are used in investigations of food effect in humans. Further they illustrate the integration of PBPK models as important tools that can provide an understanding of the mechanisms responsible for observed food effects.

7.3. Predicting Human Oral Pharmacokinetics {#sec7dot3-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
-------------------------------------------

A third application of PBPK models of oral absorption includes early attempts to predict human pharmacokinetics following oral dosing of drug candidates. These predictions often occur during the drug discovery phase, and with limited PBPK model verification in humans. An example of this application was described by Liu et al., where the oral pharmacokinetic properties in humans of drug candidate YQA-14, a dopamine D~3~ receptor antagonist, was successfully predicted \[[@B51-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. The authors first verified the PBPK model by comparing the performance of simulations using rat and dog PBPK models with preclinical pharmacokinetic data from rats and dogs, respectively. PBPK models of YQA-14 in rat and dog used in vitro microsomal stability data as model inputs. Both models predicted in vivo PK of the respective species within two-fold of the observed values. Following PBPK model verification, a human PBPK model was built again using in vitro microsomal stability data. This human PBPK model was to simulate the PK behavior of YQA-14 in humans. The resulting human PK simulations were deemed acceptable for further development of the compound. While this study demonstrates some value in using oral PBPK models to predict human oral pharmacokinetics in drug discovery, it does not speak to the performance of such models.

A recent PhRMA (Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America) initiative assessed the quality of PBPK models in predicting oral human PK profiles of 108 compounds using preclinical data in a blinded manner. The study found that only 23% of oral drug simulations had a medium-high accuracy (up to two-fold error) \[[@B52-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. Simulations had a general underestimation of oral absorption. Furthermore, inaccuracies mostly occurred in drugs with poorly soluble characteristics, which presents a bigger problem in the context of the current trend of increasing lipophilicity in new chemical entities (NCE) \[[@B53-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\]. This study points to the idea that PBPK models using preclinical data perform poorly in predicting oral human pharmacokinetic profiles and highlights a need to continue improving our understanding of oral absorption.

7.4. Performance of Various Applications of PBPK Models of Oral Absorption {#sec7dot4-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the three areas of application summarized ([Section 7.1](#sec7dot1-pharmaceutics-09-00041){ref-type="sec"}, [Section 7.2](#sec7dot2-pharmaceutics-09-00041){ref-type="sec"} and [Section 7.3](#sec7dot3-pharmaceutics-09-00041){ref-type="sec"}), evidence in the literature of the poor performance of PBPK models of oral absorption appears largely for the prediction of human oral pharmacokinetics. Typically, the prediction of human oral pharmacokinetics occurs at the transition stage between late drug discovery and early drug development. Less ADME and physicochemical information is available for drug candidate compounds at this transition stage, making it more difficult to build a PBPK model with acceptable performance. Further, human oral PK predictions are made prior to having in vivo human pharmacokinetic data available. In contrast, oral PBPK models used to examine drug form selection and formulation optimization often have the benefit of being more refined. These PBPK models may have been verified using in vivo human PK data available from Phase 1 trials, as much of this work is performed following the initial Phase 1 trial. The same can be said for oral PBPK models used to investigate food and pH effects. The availability of more mechanistic information at later stages of drug development likely provides performance advantages to those PBPK models used to investigate drug form selection, formulation optimization, and food and pH effects when compared to the earlier PBPK models used to predict human oral PK. A challenge will be to improve the performance of PBPK models at earlier stages of drug development where less compound-specific information is available. A better understanding of the in vivo relevance of preclinical data used to build PBPK models may serve to improve predictions of human oral pharmacokinetics of new drug candidates in the long term.

7.5. Model Verification/Validation {#sec7dot5-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
----------------------------------

Successful application of PBPK models of oral absorption require iterative cycles of model verification/validation involving a comparison of observed pharmacokinetic data to that from PBPK model simulations. The poor performance of the "blinded" PBPK predictions of oral human PK of 108 compounds performed by the PhRMA initiative \[[@B51-pharmaceutics-09-00041]\] speaks loudly to the importance of verification and re-verification of PBPK models as new data becomes available.

In the drug discovery phase, only preclinical PK data is available for model verification ([Figure 6](#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f006){ref-type="fig"}). At this stage, PBPK model verification consists of a comparison between in vivo PK data typically from rat, dog, or monkey to simulations from PBPK models of rat, dog, or monkey, respectively. At this early phase, the importance of PBPK model verification is to determine if you have identified the important preclinical data inputs (usually in vitro data) to enable your PBPK model to predict the in vivo drug disposition of your compound of interest. If successful predictions are made in preclinical species, human oral PK predictions can be performed with a higher level of confidence. In the drug development phase, both preclinical and human PK data is available for model verification. The availability of human data at this later phase plays a big role in improving the performance of PBPK models developed during clinical development. An advantage of initiating PBPK model-building earlier during drug discovery is that it provides an opportunity for more iterations of model verification and refinement. In a sense, an evolving PBPK model that is initially built during drug discovery can serve as a means to capture in vivo relevant ADME information for compounds of interest. This evolving PBPK model can be passed on to new scientists working on a particular compound as it progresses forward in the drug development process.

8. Conclusions {#sec8-pharmaceutics-09-00041}
==============

Computational oral absorption models, in particular PBPK models, provide a powerful tool for researchers and pharmaceutical scientists in drug discovery and development, as they mimic physiologically processes relevant to oral absorption. PBPK models provide in vivo context to in vitro data and allow for a dynamic understanding of in vivo drug disposition that is not typically provided by data from standard in vitro assays. Investigations using oral PBPK models enable informed decision-making, especially with respect to formulation strategies in drug development. PBPK models can also be used to investigate and provide insight into mechanisms responsible for complex phenomena such as food effects.

Ongoing research in the area of oral absorption will increase understanding and allow for the refinement of oral PBPK models. As our understanding of oral absorption improves, the ability of PBPK models to predict oral pharmacokinetics will also improve, providing a better tool for the discovery and development of new medicines in the pharmaceutical industry.
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![Comparison of an empirical classical compartmental model and a mechanistic physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model. (**A**) In the classical compartment model, a drug is inputted into the gut compartment, and absorption into the systemic circulation compartment is governed by the absorption rate constant (k~a~). Elimination is described by the elimination rate constant (k~e~); (**B**) In the whole-body PBPK model, major organs/tissues are represented by compartments, connected by blood flows (Q). Specific organ blood flows are described by subscripts. Intravenous (IV) dosing inputs drugs directly into venous blood, whereas oral dosing inputs drug into the gut compartment. In this illustration, the liver is the major eliminating organ.](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g001){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f001}

![Diagram of the mixing tank model which represents the gastrointestinal (GI) tract as a single well-stirred compartment. k~a~ is the absorption rate constant, *X~diss~* is the amount of drug dissolved in the GI tract. *k~diss~* is the dissolution rate constant, and *X~solid~* is the dose that has been placed into the GI tract. The oral absorption rate is governed by k~a~ and *X~diss~*. The dissolution rate is governed by *X~solid~* and *k~diss~*.](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g002){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f002}

![The compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model extends the mixing tank model to characterize drug transit through the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). Seven well-stirred compartments are used to describe absorption and transit through the small intestine.](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g003){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f003}

![The representative Advanced Compartment Absorption and Transit (ACAT) model pictured here is an extension of the CAT model. Shown in this representative ACAT model, additional compartments are added to characterize features such as stomach and colon absorption, drug release from formulation, and first-pass metabolism from the liver and the gut (shown by the Clearance arrows).](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g004){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f004}

![Modeling of transporters and intestinal metabolism is achieved by separately compartmentalizing the enterocytes. Rates of transport and metabolizing enzyme activity are described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics using parameters derived from in vitro enzyme activity assays (*V~max~*~E~, *V~max~*~I~, and *V~max~*~M~ are the maximum rate for efflux transporters, influx transporters, and metabolic enzymes respectively; K~mE~, K~mI~, and K~mM~ are the Michaelis-Menten constants for efflux transporters, influx transporters, and metabolic enzymes, respectively). In this example, it is assumed that substrate concentrations are far below saturation (Equation (7)).](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g005){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f005}

![Sources of PK data required for model verification.](pharmaceutics-09-00041-g006){#pharmaceutics-09-00041-f006}
